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Quilt Pink Squares Lap Quilt.
56” x 71”
Materials:
2 5/8 yards* of solid color for setting triangles and inner
border
* border is cut lengthwise in one piece
2 yards* pink print for outer border and to use in blocks
*border is cut lengthwise in one piece
Assorted pink prints to total 2 1/2 yards
1/2 yard of fabric for binding
4 yards backing fabric
Twin size batting
Basic quilting supplies
Cutting:
1/4” seam allowance is included in all measurements
Background fabric:
Cut two strips 1 3/4” x 60 1/2” for side strips
Cut two strips 1 3/4” x 48” for top and bottom strips
Cut 10 squares 6 1/4” and sub-cut diagonally both ways to yield the 38 setting
triangles needed.
Cut 2 squares 4 3/8” and sub-cut diagonally one way to yield the 4 corner setting
triangles needed.
Pink border fabric:
Cut two strips 5” x 63” for the side strips
Cut two strips 5” x 57” for the top and bottom strips
Pink Prints:
Cut 196 squares 4”
Binding Fabric:
Cut 7 strips 2 1/4” wide x the width of your fabric
Backing Fabric:
Cut the 4 yard piece in half so you have two, 2 yard cuts. Sew sections together
selvage to selvage so it measures approximately 72” x 90”
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The quilt is assembled in diagonal rows beginning in the upper left corner.
The setting triangles are added to each row as you go along.
Add two squares to each row until your piece has nine squares going across the top row.
Begin decreasing two squares from each row until you reach the opposite, lover right
corner. Use the little black and white diagram to mark off your rows as you sew them.
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